Scandite Muros
Sight reading for AP® Latin

The secret weapon for AP ® success
Scandite Muros takes learners far beyond translation
of Latin. Its unprecedented approach supports AP®
exam success, and provides a foundation of skills for
future study in languages or law.
Trusted by over 3,000 schools.
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Scandite Muros is available in digital-only format or as a digital-print
bundle. The Learning Site®, consisting of FlexText® and Explorer®,
can be accessed on any device.

Scandite Muros
Sight reading for AP® Latin

A fresh approach to Latin that will transform your learners into
emperors of etymology.
The Scandite Muros difference
Before 2017, Latin literature texts provided vocabulary
with word order hints and commentary. Students
could translate, but they were not truly reading Latin.
Then Scandite Muros arrived. Scandite correlates with
the updated College Board exam. More importantly,
it utilizes the interpretation practice and discussion
method of sight reading - increasing retention, and
sharpening recognition of language patterns and
structure - skills needed for AP®, college, and law
school success.

Strengthen Vocabulary & Grammar
Scandite Muros chapters introduce learners to
passage-specific vocabulary, reinforce meaning
through activities, and advance sight reading
proficiency through a scaffolded translation sequence.
Learners translate in class, re-translate and analyze at
home, and return to class for further discussions on
unit topics. Chapters unpack elements of grammar that
frequently challenge students. Students are introduced
to a strategy and shown the strategy in context, they
practice using that strategy in the same context, and
then explore further practice of that strategy.

Attain AP® and Collegiate Excellence
Scandite Muros hones AP® skills and incorporates
AP® readings throughout. Ongoing assessment is
provided through a Daily Sight-Reading Rubric that
can be adapted to every learner’s level of study. After
students have learned and practiced the strategies
needed to develop the sight-reading skills, the
summative assessment is an AP®-style exam that
aligns with AP® themes.
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Too many books
in your bag?
Teach Latin in class or on the go—
with the Learning Site®

The Learning Site® is your home for two seamlessly
integrated online learning tools, FlexText® and
Explorer®! For extra mobility, download the Learning
Site® iOS App!
FlexText® is a digital textbook that page by page
reflects the Scandite Muros content. Highlight and
take notes on pages that adjust to any screen, and
that always remember where you left off the next time
you log in. Learners can click their way from FlexText®
pages directly to their video, audio, external links, and
assignments in Explorer®.
Explorer® is more than a holding site for audio
recordings of passages, flashcards, assignments,
and assessments. An online classroom forum allows
discussion, and exchanges of photos, videos, GIFs and
more. Educators love their version of Explorer®, with
customizable gradebook and assignment settings,
assessment rubrics, instructional strategies, and more.
The Learning Site® can be integrated with most
learning management systems, including Schoology,
Clever, Google Classroom, and Canvas!

Scandite Muros is available in digital-only format or as a digital-print
bundle. The Learning Site®, consisting of FlexText® and Explorer®,
can be accessed on any device.

